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All started with a phone call...
I real didn't know what was going on
But I could tell is something
Bad
By the expression on mama's face
Daddy was crying at grandma house
They said uncle was
Shoot
2 times
I started to get mixed up
Emotions
Didn't know how to react to all this
Never seen this uncle they referring me to
Every were I turn see the bloody tears of what I think was
His
He was only sixteen going out to his aunt's house at
8:00pm
Every body was crying
But Me
Every one knew who he was
But Me
Layla asked me "Did you cry?" I said
"No"
I didn't even know his name
Was this all a dream
Was the world turning into a nightmare I never knew?
Was the cloud turning dark as it grew?
Or was it just a sign that haters are being
Sent.
There will be always that one dream that we all had
That Peaceful earth that we want to live in
"Violence"
The word makes my stomach turn and want to do something about it
Gangs every were be starting a fight, that's were
Shooting gets inolved.
Don’t you think?
Do you know what makes this world turn all around?
I know some.
Bullying,
People doing drugs
Some people even have mental illness that need to be taking care off.
There is even family vs. family which is worse.
This may even turn kids in to becoming violence
They have seen there parents or someone in there family member did or have done
something bad or seen it around
Want to know what I will do?
Never get involved in any of a situation that doesn't put me in any harm
Make a promise to myself that I will not hurt anyone in this world
This world we living in should be peace and loving
Don't you think?
Put up signs telling people what Violence has caused
Family's around us has lost there love ones.
I will always and will remember that...
"I am me, and that's all I can be
I am free and you can't stop me,
I am free and that's all I can be
- Willow Smith"
I will never be someone who I am not meant to be
and you shouldn't too.
If I see something horrible happen I will call
The numbers 911
"You can't make a rainbow without a little rain"
Just as saying "you can't make a peaceful place without trying."